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INFORMATION MEMORANDUM

Important information
Trustee and issuer
This is an information memorandum (IM) for the Credit Connect Select Fund (Fund).
The name and contact details of the trustee are:
Credit Connect Capital Limited
Ph:
1300 795 507
Email: info@ccg.com.au
Web: www.ccg.com.au
Credit Connect Capital Limited ACN 104 081 192 (Trustee, us, we and our) is the trustee of the Fund and
issuer of this IM dated October 19th, 2021.
We hold Australian financial services licence (AFSL) 230173, issued by the Australian Securities and
Investments Commission (ASIC), which authorises us to provide financial services associated with
operating the Fund.

www.ccg.com.au

info@ccg.com.au
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Capital and investment risk

Not a regulated document

An investment in the Fund is an investment in an
unregistered managed investment scheme. An
investment in the Fund is not a bank deposit, bank
security or bank liability, and is subject to investment
risk, including the loss of, or delays in the payment of,
income or capital.

The Fund is not a registered managed investment scheme
and an investment in in the Fund is restricted to wholesale
clients as defined in section 761G of the Corporations Act
(Wholesale Investors).

Neither the Trustee, its related bodies corporate or
any of their respective directors or officers,
guarantee the repayment of capital from the Fund or
the investment performance of the Fund.
Investments in the Fund are not guaranteed or
underwritten by the Trustee, its related bodies
corporate or any of their respective directors
or officers.

Accordingly, this IM is not a product disclosure
statement for an offer under Part 7.9 of the
Corporations Act.
Therefore, this IM does not contain information that
would be contained in a product disclosure
statement prepared under the Corporations Act and does
not purport to contain all the information that may be
necessary or desirable to enable prospective investors to
properly evaluate and consider an investment in the Fund.

In particular some of the risks involved with an
investment in the Fund are considered in section
11.

www.ccg.com.au

info@ccg.com.au
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Reliance on IM only
No person is authorised by us to give any information or to make any representation in
connection with the offer of Units to you that is not contained in this IM, or in Updated
Information provided by us.
Any information or representation not contained in this IM or the Updated Information
cannot be relied upon as having been authorised by us.
The issue of this IM is authorised solely by us and none of our subsidiaries or related bodies
corporate are responsible for any statement or information contained in this IM.

IM available electronically
If you are printing an electronic copy of this IM, you must first print all pages. If you make
this IM available to another person, you must give them the entire electronic file or printout. A paper copy of this IM can be obtained free of charge on request by calling us on 1300
795 507.
You should read this IM in its entirety before completing the registration form(Registration
Form) which can be accessed on our website at www.ccg.com.au or is available upon
request.

Offering & Currency restrictions
Investment in the Fund is available to persons receiving this IM in Australia.
This IM does not constitute an offer or invitation in any jurisdiction where, or to any person
to whom, it would not be lawful to make an offer. The distribution of this IM in certain
jurisdictions may be restricted by law and persons who come into possession of it should
seek advice on and observe any such restrictions. If you come into possession of this IM you
should comply with all laws of the relevant jurisdiction applicable to an investment in the
Fund.
If you are investing in the Fund from any jurisdiction other than Australia you should be
aware that all investment into the Fund, Distributions paid by the Fund and return of capital
to investors are transacted in Australian Dollars (“AUD”). You should consider seeking your
own professional advice as to the risks associated with fluctuations in the currency market
value from time to time of the AUD.

No financial product advice
The information contained in this IM is general information only and does not take into
account your individual objectives, financial situation or needs. You should review this IM
carefully and assess whether the information is appropriate for you and talk to a financial
adviser before making an investment decision.

www.ccg.com.au
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Anti-money laundering legislation
We may require further information from you from time to time to comply with our
obligations under the Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006
(Cth) (AML/CTF Act), the United States of America Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act
(FATCA) and Common Reporting Standards (CRS).
By registering to invest in the Fund, you undertake to provide us with all additional
information and assistance that we may reasonably require. We reserve the right to
apply our absolute discretion and without notice, to take any action we consider
appropriate including blocking or delaying transactions or refusing to provide services,
to comply with our obligations under the AML/CTF Act.
Further, if requested, you agree, and it is a condition of becoming an investor in the
Fund, to provide certain information required by us in order to comply with any
applicable law, including FATCA and CRS.

Privacy
Please read the privacy statement in section 15. By completing the Registration Form you
consent to the matters outlined in that statement.

www.ccg.com.au

info@ccg.com.au
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A LETTER FROM THE CEO & FOUNDER

Dear Investor,
On behalf of the investment management team at Credit Connect Capital Ltd it is my pleasure to welcome you as an
investor into the Credit Connect Select Fund.
I founded the first company in the Credit Connect Group in 2006 when I realised an opportunity existed to provide
investors access to invest directly into mortgage-backed loan advances. The Group has grown to where the current
management staff have more than 50 years collective experience in the non-bank lending and investment management
sector.
Investing into real estate debt can be a great option for investors who are searching far and wide for good yields. We
thoroughly screen borrowers and manage the entire lending process, so investors can ‘set and forget’ their investment.
We live in a low-yield environment, who knows when this will change. Sooner or later the wheel will turn, but right now
mainstream investments are delivering record low returns. However, there’s one investment area that’s currently
delivering net returns of 5-9% per annum. I’m talking about mortgage lending. You invest in loans secured by Australian
real estate and in return you get first mortgage security with attractive returns. Australia is currently experiencing a
perfect storm; not only are investors finding it hard to get decent yields but borrowers are struggling to get finance from
lending institutions. Again, the wheel will eventually turn, but right now mainstream banks are rejecting even good
borrowers.
The result is an increasing number of borrowers are turning to Non-Bank Lenders, which provides a great opportunity for
investors like yourself who want to benefit from investing in these loans. We consider ourselves to be an incredibly
attractive partner for sophisticated investors, by offering a transparent investment process, a strong track record and an
experienced leadership team.
We provide our Investors an attractive interest rate return on their capital. All loans are secured by a first ranking
registered mortgage over the underlying Real Estate assets and, as we offer a ‘contributory’ fund, our Investors select the
exact loan and asset in which they wish to invest their capital. This allows Investors to control their own investment
diversity and provides the utmost transparency as to where their funds are invested.
Sensible and prudent lending is the recipe for ongoing success for both our Investors and our business.
Yours faithfully,

Peter Benson
CEO

www.ccg.com.au

info@ccg.com.au
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Credit Connect Select Fund
1.

Key Terms

The following table summarises the key features of an investment in the Fund and provides section
references for further information. You should read this Information Memorandum in full to properly
understand your investment in the Fund.

Description

Summary

Refer section

Investment strategy and structure
Trustee

Credit Connect Capital Limited ACN 104 081 192,
holder of AFS Licence 230173.

3

Fund

Credit Connect Select Fund, an unregistered
contributory mortgage managed investment scheme
for Wholesale Investors.

2

Investment strategy

The Fund seeks to raise funds only in AUD from
investors to provide loans (each a Loan) where the
Loan will be secured by a first ranking mortgage over
real property. Loans may be made for the purchase,
refinance, equity release, development, or
redevelopment of existing commercial or residential
property, for new development of commercial or
residential property or business loans.

2, 7

Generally, each Loan advanced by the Fund will
represent a separate investment opportunity for
investors to invest in the Fund (Loan Investment).
However, we may have offers where multiple Loan
Investments correspond to a single Loan. We
will issue a separate Supplementary Information
Memorandum (SIM) in relation to each Loan
Investment.

Investment options

By investing in the Fund, you will be offered exposure
only to the Loan Investments which you select. You
can invest in as many Loan Investments as you desire.

9

A Loan Investment is separate from each other
Loan Investment in the Fund. Each Loan
Investment will be made up of one or more
investors. When you invest in a Loan Investment
you will be issued Units, and a separate class
of Units will be issued in relation to each Loan
Investment.

www.ccg.com.au

info@ccg.com.au
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Description

Summary

Refer section

Offer structure

Applications into the Fund can only be made by first
submitting a completed Registration Form and
providing the necessary information for the Trustee to
satisfy its obligations under the AML/CTF legislation
and to confirm yourWholesale Investor status.

4

Each Loan Investment offer will be made via an SIM.
A separate class of Units will correspond to a Loan
Investment. Once you have submitted your
Registration Form you will need to submit an
Application Form to invest in a Loan Investment
under an SIM and pay your application monies
following which we will issue corresponding Units to
you if your application is successful. Until such time
as sufficient funds are raised from investors to fund
the Loan Investment(“the Minimum Subscription
Amount”) and the Loan corresponding to the Loan
Investment settles, the subscribed funds will be
invested in an interest- bearing bank account with an
Australian Bank (“the Bank Account”).
In the event the Minimum Subscription Amount is
not reached or the Loan does not proceed for any
reason, you will have the option to redeem
your investment plus any interest accrued on such
amount in the Bank Account to that time. You also
have the option to retain the Units until such time as
another Loan Investment becomes available in which
you wish to invest.
Once the Minimum Subscription is reached and the
corresponding Loan has settled, you will be entitled to
the income generated by the underlying Loan
corresponding to the Loan Investment as disclosed in
the SIM.

www.ccg.com.au

info@ccg.com.au
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Loan Details
Loan amounts

Loans will generally be for between $200,000 and
$10 million.

10

The SIM discloses the Loan amount for the
applicable Loan.
Interest rate

The Fund will generally provide fixed interest rate
loans to borrowers.

10

The interest rate for a Loan is disclosed in the
applicable SIM.
Loan term

Loans will generally be for a term of from 3 months to
three years, depending on factors such as the
borrower’s circumstances, security arrangements and
the purpose of the Loan.

10

The term of a Loan is set out in the applicable SIM.
Security

Each Loan Investment will be made pursuant to a
separate loan agreement between the Fund and the
borrower (Loan Agreement). Each Loan will be
secured by a registered first mortgage over real
property with details of the security property
summarised in the applicable SIM.

8

Loans may be supported by additional security such as
a general security agreement from the borrower, a
second mortgage over other real property and/or
guarantees from the directors or owners of the
borrower.
The suite of Security Documents the Trustee will enter
into for each loan transaction will be summarised in
the applicable SIM along with the Key Specific Loan
Conditions. The applicable SIM will also disclose if any
additional security supports the Loan and the nature
of such security.

www.ccg.com.au

info@ccg.com.au
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Investment details
Issue price

The issue price of Units will be set out in the
applicable SIM and will generally be $1 per Unit.

N/A

Minimum investment

Generally, $50,000 although the Trustee may
accept lesser amounts at its absolute discretion.

N/A

The SIM discloses the minimum investment
amount for the applicable Loan Investment.
Maximum investment

There is no maximum investment amount for
investment in the Fund, subject to our right to
refuse to accept any application at our sole
discretion or to accept any application for an
amount less than the amount applied for. The SIM
discloses any maximum investment amount
applicable to that Loan Investment.

N/A

Minimum subscription

We will only proceed with a Loan Investment if
applications have been received for the
subscription amount applying to that Loan
Investment. The SIM discloses the subscription
amount applying to the Loan Investment.

N/A

Investment term

The investment term of Loan Investments will
generally range from 3 months to three years and will
accord with the term of the corresponding Loan. The
investment term of a Loan Investment is set out in the
SIM relating to that Loan Investment.

N/A

Distribution rates

Distribution rates on your investment in the Fund will
ultimately depend on the income generated by the
Loan Investment(s) which you invest in.
The Distribution rate for each Loan Investment will
be calculated by reference to the interest rate
payable by the borrower less Fund expenses and our
fees.

N/A

An Indicative Distribution Rate for each Loan
Investment is set out in the SIM relating to that
Loan Investment.
The Indicative Distribution Rate is an estimate only
and is not guaranteed or underwritten.
When you invest in an Offer and are issued Units,
until such time as the subscription amount applying
to the Loan Investment is raised and the Loan
advanced, the Distribution rate you receive on your
investment will reflect the interest earned on the
funds in the Bank Account and such distributions will
be paid monthly in arrears.

www.ccg.com.au
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Payment of
Distributions

Subject to availability, distributions of net income for
a Loan Investment (Distributions) will be paid
monthly in arrears or as otherwise disclosed in the
SIM for the applicable Loan Investment.
Distributions will be paid by electronic funds
transfer into your nominated financial institution
account.

5

Withdrawals

Funds invested in a Loan Investment will be available
for a withdrawal upon repayment or partial
repayment of the corresponding Loan. When funds
are available for withdrawal, investors can elect to
redeem their corresponding Units and withdraw
their capital or reinvest their capital in other Loan
Investments.

6

Alternatively, investors can retain those Units until
such time as they either reinvest those funds into
another Loan Investment as and when a suitable one
becomes available or elect to withdraw their capital
at a later date.

www.ccg.com.au
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Additional information
Risks

All investments involve risks. There are a number of
risks associated with an investment in the Fund. Some
of the significant risks include:
a. borrower default;
b. inadequacy of security;
c. Loan recovery; and
d. liquidity.

11

Fees and costs

We are entitled to a management fee for each
Loan Investment and the amount of the
management fee may vary between Loan
Investments. We are also entitled to be paid an
Administration Fee to cover all expenses and
liabilities in connection with operating the Fund.

12

Typically, the Administration Fee is paid from the
interest paid by borrowers prior to the payment of
Distributions to investors and is not deducted from the
amount you invest.
We may also receive fees from the borrower, such as
loan establishment fees, early repayment fees and
default management fees. These fees are payable by
the borrower and are not paid from the amount you
invest.
The fees and expenses (including fees payable by a
borrower) for a Loan Investment are set out in the
applicable SIM.

Reporting to investors

You will receive:
a. confirmation of your investment;
b. periodic Distribution statements; and
c. an annual taxation summary.

N/A

We will send communications or notices to investors
electronically or by post where no email address Is
provided.

www.ccg.com.au

info@ccg.com.au
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About the Fund

The Credit Connect Select Fund provides the opportunity for investors to select a Loan
Investment secured by a first ranking registered mortgage over Australian real property to fit
their risk appetite and investment criteria. Investors’ benefit, subject to availability, from
Distributions generated by the interest (net of fees and expenses) paid by a borrower
associated with the Loan Investment they have selected. Distributions to investors will be paid
monthly in arrears or as otherwise disclosed in the SIM for the applicable Loan Investment.
How the Fund works
1. The Trustee sources Borrowers seeking finance who will offer first ranking registered
mortgage security over acceptable real estate and additionally satisfy the Trustee’s
Lending Policies.
2. The Trustee will raise funds from one or more investors to collectively invest in that Loan.
3. The borrower pays interest to the Fund for the use of the money advanced.
4. When the Trustee determines there is an amount available to make a Distribution, that
Distribution is transferred by the Trustee to the investors’ nominated financial institution
account.
The Fund is a wholesale unregistered contributory mortgage managed investment scheme operated
by the Trustee. The Fund is a structured as a unit trust and investors own units in the Fund. The Fund
is designed to provide investors with the opportunity to select and invest in Loans which fit their risk
appetite and investment criteria, and which have been assessed and approved by the Trustee’s
Credit Committee.
The Fund is divided into several classes of Units, with each class of Unit corresponding to a Loan
Investment. Each Loan Investment opportunity is offered pursuant to a Supplementary Information
Memorandum (SIM) which details the terms of the applicable Loan Investment and corresponding
Loan.
Generally, each Loan Investment will correspond to a single Loan. However, we may have offers
where multiple Loan Investments correspond to a single Loan. If such circumstance applies, it
will be disclosed in the applicable SIM.
The Trustee makes no guarantees in terms of the capital invested in the Fund, nor does it
guarantee the income earned on your investment.

www.ccg.com.au
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About the Trustee and the Credit Connect Group

The Trustee of the Fund is Credit Connect Capital Limited, an unlisted public company which
holds AFSL No. 230173 (“the License”) issued by ASIC. Under the conditions of the License,
Credit Connect Capital Limited may operate both registered and unregistered managed
investment schemes including contributory mortgage schemes such as the Fund.
To provide appropriate degrees of independence, the Trustee’s Board is comprised of one
executive director and two non-executive directors with the Trustee’s management team having
more than 50 years’ combined experience in the areas of mortgage administration and funds
management (refer to www.ccg.com.au for more detail).
The Trustee is part of the Credit Connect Group of companies, with the original business being
founded by current group CEO, Peter Benson, in 2006. The Group focuses on providing
solutions to borrowers and opportunities for wholesale investors in the non-bank finance sector
of Australia. Amongst the various group entities is Credit Connect Finance Pty Ltd, holder of
Australian Credit Licence No. 139690 issued by ASIC, allowing the company to provide credit to
consumers in accordance with the National Credit Code under the National Consumer Credit
Protection Act 2009.

www.ccg.com.au
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How to Invest in the Fund

To invest in the Fund, please read this Information Memorandum and complete and submit the
Registration Form which can be accessed on our website at www.ccg.com.au.. The registration
process only needs to be completed once for new investors and is a key requirement to enable us,
as Trustee, to determine that you are a Wholesale Investor (being a wholesale client as defined in
section 761G of the Corporations Act and explained below) as well as fulfilling the relevant
identification requirements and those under AML/CTF legislation.
If you decide to invest into one or more Loan Investments, you will need to apply for Units
corresponding to that Loan Investment by completing an Application Form which can be accessed on
our website at www.ccg.com.au.and submit the application monies to the applications account
listed in the relevant SIM.
We will only issue you with Units for any Loan Investment once your application monies have
cleared in the applications account. Please note that the Trustee may, subject to Applicable
Standards, reject any application for a particular Loan Investment in whole or in part and is not
required to give any reason for the rejection. If we reject your application, in whole or in part, we
will promptly refund those application monies to you (without interest). Interest earned on
application money until such time as Units are issued will form part of the assets of the Fund.
You will be a Wholesale Investor, and eligible to invest in the Fund, if you satisfy any of the
following criteria:
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

You invest at least $500,000 in the Fund.
You have net assets of at least $2.5 million or a gross income of at least $250,000 per annum for
the last two financial years and provide a certificate from a qualified accountant confirming you
satisfy such requirements. In determining whether you satisfy the net asset or gross income test
you can take into account the assets and income of companies and trusts which you control.
You are a company or trust controlled by a person who meets the net asset or gross
income requirement.
You are a related body corporate of a company which is a wholesale client.
You are a professional investor (as this term is defined in the Corporations Act).
You are a sophisticated investor under section 761GA of the Corporations Act as a licensee
provides a written statement in accordance with the requirements of that section that you are
not required to be treated as a retail client for an investment in the Fund.
You otherwise satisfy to us you are not a ‘retail client’ for the purposes of Chapter 7 of the
Corporations Act.

www.ccg.com.au
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Income Distributions

For each Loan Investment, payment of Distributions on Units will be dependent upon the
borrower meeting its obligations and making Loan interest payments in full and on time in
accordance with the applicable Loan Agreement.
For funds invested in Units prior to the Loan being advanced, Distributions will be paid from
interest received on such funds in the Bank Account and the Distribution rate will reflect the
interest rate applying to the Bank Account from time to time.
Subject to the availability of funds, Distributions on Units will generally be paid monthly
in arrears (or with such other frequency as disclosed in the applicable SIM) by electronic
funds transfer into your nominated financial institution account. Distributions will
typically be paid by the 10th day of the month following the month inwhich interest is
received. Where interest is pre-paid by a Borrower to the Fund for periods of time in
excess of 1 month, Distributions will be based upon the net income associated with the
portion of pre-paid interest applicable only to the month preceding the Distribution.

6.

Capital Return

Capital return to investors may be triggered by several factors which may result in part or
all the capital invested in a Loan Investment being repaid to investors via the redemption
of Units. These factors include but are not limited to the following.

6.1

Early repayment

A borrower may request to make an early full or partial repayment of the Loan. Early
repayments are typically subject to an early termination fee which is paid by the
borrower. The Trustee reserves the right to retain some or all the early termination
fee.
The Trustee will make all investors in the Loan Investment corresponding to the Loan
aware that the Loan has been repaid early and investors will then be given the
opportunity to withdraw their invested capital.

6.2

Loan Maturity

A borrower is required to repay their Loan at the end of the term of that Loan. We will
advise investors in the Loan Investment corresponding to a Loan that the Loan has been
repaid and those investors will then be given the opportunity to withdraw their capital
invested in the Loan Investment.

www.ccg.com.au
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Extension of Loans

Situations may arise where the borrower is unable to repay the Loan on the due date as per
the terms of the Loan Agreement. Borrowers in these situations may request to extend or
vary the terms of the Loan. Each request will be assessed by the Trustee and the normal
credit assessment criteria will apply. The Trustee will also consider if varying the terms of the
Loan is in the best interest of investors who own Units corresponding to that Loan Investment
as part of the assessment process.
The Trustee may approve a Loan extension of up to 6 months to enable the borrower to
facilitate sale of the security property or refinance of the Loan, without seeking the approval
of those investors owning Units corresponding to that Loan where the Trustee considers such
extension is in best interest of investors in that Unit class. The Trustee will advise investors if
the term of their Loan has been extended.
For Loan extensions of more than 6 months, if the Trustee determines that varying the
terms of the Loan and granting the borrower an extension is in the best interest of investors
in that Unit class, the Trustee will communicate to those investors and seek to ascertain
which investors would still like to remain in that Loan Investment for the extended period. In
the event where all investors have expressed their decision to remain, the terms of the Loan
will be amended to reflect the extended term.
Where some or all investors decide not to remain and wish to realise their investment in the Loan
Investment, the Trustee may either source new investors to take over the interest of such investors
(via the issue of Units to the new investors to raise monies to fund the redemption of the Units of the
exiting investors) or refuse the Loan extension and require the borrower to repay the monies owed.
Situations may arise where an extension request by the borrower has been denied by the
Trustee and the borrower is unable to source alternative funding to repay the Loan. Under
these circumstances, the Trustee may enforce its rights under the terms of the Loan and
commence legal action to enforce the security to recover the Loan principal, and any
outstanding interest and other fees due. Investors need to be aware that this can be a
lengthy process which may delay the capital being repaid to investors in that Unit class
beyond the term of the Loan Investment and the costs of enforcement may result in investors
suffering a loss on their investment.

www.ccg.com.au
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Capital Withdrawal

Where the borrower repays a Loan or we recover a Loan upon enforcement of the Loan
security, in part or entirely, the proceeds will be paid to the Bank Account. Investors in that Loan
Investment will be notified that all or part of the Loan has been repaid and that part or all of
their investment capital is available to be withdrawn.
Investors can elect to withdraw their capital and investors who do so will have the
corresponding Units redeemed.
Investors who do not wish to withdraw their capital will continue to hold those Units until
such time as they either reinvest it into another Loan Investment as and when a suitable one
becomes available or elect to withdraw their capital at a later date (in either case, at which
time their Units will be redeemed). This may be particularly useful for investors who would
like to re-deploy their capital into similar investments but are unable becauseeither current
opportunities do not fit their investment criteria or the Trustee has no new investment
opportunities. Until such time as their Units are redeemed, investors will continue to be
entitled to receive interest earned from the Bank Account.
Investors need to be aware that Units corresponding to a Loan which has been repaid will not
earn the same distribution rate as they did through the term of the investment prior to the
Loan being repaid. Similarly, the distribution rate on funds invested in Units prior to the Loan
being advanced will not receive the distribution rate payable once the Loan is advanced.
Distribution rates payable to investors who own Units where the investment capital is held in
cash in the Bank Account prior to the settlement of, or following repayment of, the
corresponding Loan will earn a distribution rate closer to the prevailing cash rate at the time.
Where a Loan is partially repaid, we may make a capital distribution to investors in the
corresponding Loan Investment.
We may also, at our discretion, redeem all or some of an Investor’s Units and repay the
withdrawal proceeds to them at any time.

www.ccg.com.au
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Fund Investments

The Fund will offer investment in Loans advanced for the purchase, refinance, development or
redevelopment of existing commercial or residential property, for new development of commercial or
residential property or business loans, where the Loan will be secured by a first ranking mortgage overreal
property. The Fund will not provide second-ranking or mezzanine loans.
Each Loan Investment will be attributed to a different class of Units.
The performance of a class of Units is therefore subject to the borrower under the corresponding Loan
Investment meeting its obligations under the relevant Loan Agreement.
The terms and conditions of each Loan and Loan Investment are summarised in the applicable SIM and the
SIM provides the following information in relation to a proposed Loan:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

8.

the amount to be advanced to the borrower and the loan-to-value ratio (LVR);
the identity of the borrower and the purpose of the Loan;
the term of the Loan;
the lower and higher rate of interest payable by the borrower;
any fees payable to us by the borrower;
details of the address and description of the security property;
details of any additional security supporting the Loan;
details of the value of the security property as certified by an approved valuer, including the value, the
basis of the valuation and the date of the valuation; and
if applicable, a summary of any differences in the terms of the Loan from those set out in this IM. Your
investment in Units is specific to each Loan Investment you decide to invest in.

Loan Security

Each Loan will be secured by a first ranking registered mortgage over real property. Details of the
security property are provided in the applicable SIM.
Loans may be supported by additional security such as general security agreement over the assets and
undertaking of the borrower, second mortgage over another security property or guarantees from the
directors or owners of the borrower. Any Loan to Value Ratio (“LVR”) referred to herein or in any SIM will be
measured solely against the value of the security property against which the first mortgage is registered. The
relevant SIM will disclose the additional security (if any) supporting a Loan.
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Loan Investment Information

Details which are specific to a Loan Investment will be contained in the corresponding SIM seeking
subscriptions for that Loan Investment. The SIM provides the following information in relation to a
proposed Loan Investment:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

the amount to be raised from investors for that Loan Investment
the maturity date of the Loan Investment;
the applicable Indicative Distribution Rate;
any fees and expenses payable to us for the Loan Investment;
if applicable, a summary of any differences in the terms of the Loan Investment from those set
out in this IM;
f. if applicable, that the Loan Investment is a Substitution (which occurs where we substitute existing
investors in a Loan Investment with replacement investors by making an offer of Units to, fully or
partly, repay the Loan Investment corresponding to an existing Loan enabling existing investors in
that Loan Investment to withdraw their investment capital and redeem their corresponding Units);
and
g. if applicable, that there is another class of Units and Loan Investment relating to that Loan.
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Lending policies

All Loans advanced by the Fund must satisfy a range of risk management and lending
guidelines as set out in our Lending Policy, as varied from time to time.
Our key lending parameters are as follows:
Loan purpose

The Fund will provide Loans for the purchase, refinance, development or
redevelopment of existing commercial or residential property, for new
development of commercial or residential property or business loans.
The Fund will only provide first-ranking or senior debt loans secured by a first
ranking registered mortgage over real property and will not provide secondranking or mezzanine loans.

Lending ratio (LVR)

Prior to the advance being made, a borrower must demonstrate, to our
satisfaction, that it has adequate property or assets to secure the Loan.
Loans which are advanced by the Fund, will have a maximum LVR of up to 75% at the
time of settlement of the advance.

Interest rates

We will determine the interest rates and fees payable by a borrower having regard
to prevailing market rates, the borrower’s borrowing history, the purpose of the Loan
and any other matter which we consider relevant on a case by case basis.
Interest rates charged by the Fund will be commensurate with the risk of each
individual Loan as determined by the Trustee.

Acceptable security

All Loans will be secured by a registered first mortgage over real property.
Loans may be supported by additional security such as registered first ranking
general security agreement over the assets and undertakings of the borrower or
guarantees from the directors or owners of the borrower.

Valuations

We will obtain an independent valuation over each real property which is provided
as security for the Loan:
a.
b.
c.

Loan term

www.ccg.com.au

before the issue of a Loan and generally upon renewal (if applicable);
where the security property is a development property, on both an ‘as is’ and ‘as
if complete’ basis and, for all other real property security, on an ‘as is’ basis; and
within two months after the Credit Committee forms a view that there is a
likelihood that a decrease in the value of security property may have caused a
material breach of the relevant Loan Agreement

Loans will generally be of a term of 3 months to three years.
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Loan assessment

All applications are initially reviewed by a member of the Loan Assessment Team. Loans
worthy of further assessment are referred to the Credit Committee.
Unsuitable or non-investment grade loans are rejected upon application.
Only loans with merit are investigated further and those assessed as meeting the
criteria set out in the Lending Policy, meeting our compliance requirements and being
suitable for our investors are put forth for consideration. The following list is a
summary of the steps which generally form part of, but may not be the limit of, the
loan assessment process
a. credit reference checks from a qualified credit reference agency will be
obtained on the borrower and any guarantors. Statements or references from
the existing lender confirming a satisfactory repayment history will be obtained
where possible;
b. an evaluation of independent valuation report of the security property which must
be less than 90 days old;
c. third party consultant reports;
d. borrower asset and liability statements;
e. building contracts; and
f. asset inspections and other investigative meetings with the borrower may be
undertaken as the Trustee sees fit.
A formal letter of offer is issued to the borrower outlining all terms and conditions
of the Loan when the Loan is approved by the Credit Committee.

Loan approvals

All Loans require the approval of the Credit Committee

Additional procedures for
development loans

Loans provided for the development or redevelopment of real property will be subject
to the following additional procedures:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Default management

reports by a quantity surveyor or other appropriately qualified person before
settlement of the advance and subsequently further reports before progress
draws are approved;
close management of progress draws to ensure appropriate funds remain
undrawn to complete the development;
if considered appropriate, requiring a certain level of pre-sales before the Loan
is approved;
regular site inspections and, where appropriate, project meetings are attended
by an employee or appointed representative of the Trustee; and
tripartite agreements are generally entered into with the builder so that in
the event the borrower defaults, the builder is contracted to complete
development works under the contract for the Fund.

The default management procedures in the event of default by a borrower under a Loan
Agreement include but are not limited to the following:
a.

b.
c.

d.
e.
f.

upon occurrence of an event of default the Trustee will immediately contact the
borrower to ascertain the reason for the default and determine whether the
borrower can remedy the default in accordance with the relevant security
documentation;
if an interest or other payment is overdue or another event of default has
occurred and subsists, the borrower may be charged interest at the higher rate
in accordance with the applicable Loan Agreement;
if the default is not remedied within 7 days, the default is escalated to the
Credit Committee who will determine whether to instruct lawyers to issue a
default notice to the borrower, in accordance with the applicable security
documentation;
if the default is not remedied within 30 days, the Credit Committee will consider
instructing lawyers to commence legal proceedings and take such other actions
as required to recover the Loan;
a decision by the Credit Committee on whether to instruct lawyers and the
action to be taken will be based on what the Credit Committee believes is in the
best interest of investors; and
the Credit Committee will then advise applicable investors of the unremedied
default and the course of action it has determined to pursue.
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Investment Risks

Before deciding whether to invest in the Fund, it is important that you understand the
risks that can affect your investment. All investments are subject to risk, and investments
may not perform as expected resulting in a loss of capital or income to investors or may
not ultimately meet an investor’s objectives.
You should give consideration to the following risk factors, as well as the other
information contained in this Information memorandum before investing in the Fund. Any
additional specific risk factors relating to a particular Loan Investment will be disclosed in
the applicable Supplementary Information Memorandum and should be considered
before investing in that Loan Investment.

11.1 Borrower default risk
A key risk is that a borrower may not be able to meet interest payments or repay its
Loan in accordance with the terms of the Loan Agreement. Default may be caused by a
number of factors including a change in a borrower’s circumstances, significant
economic changes, changes to market conditions or other unforeseen events or
circumstances.

11.2 Construction and development risk
Construction and development loans include additional risks when compared to
loans over existing improved property. Risks associated with a Loan for
construction or development purposes will be more specifically addressed in the SIM
pertinent to that Loan.

11.3 Inadequacy of security risk
If a borrower defaults, the Fund will rely upon the security arrangements in place to
recover the Loan principal, interest and any other amounts due to the Fund. It is
possible that the value of assets secured in respect of a Loan may be inadequate to
cover the full amount of money outstanding to the Fund.
This may occur due to a variety of reasons, including a decline in a borrower’s
financial position leading to lower cash flows or a lower value attributable to the
security property, the costs of enforcing the Fund’s security and enforcement of the
security taking longer than anticipated.

11.4 Loan recovery risk
If the Fund is required to enforce the terms of a security arrangement to recover the
Loan principal, interest or other outstanding monies, this may involve the sale of security
property. The sale of assets may take time and this delay may temporarily leave the Fund
with insufficient cash to meet distributions to investors or to repay investments in a
timely manner.
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11.5 Diversification risk
Because you are investing in a particular Loan Investment, an investment in the Fund
does not provide diversification (subject to your ability to invest in multiple Loan
Investments, which depending on the terms of each Loan Investment, your
circumstances and other assets, may or may not provide diversification).

11.6 Valuation risk
Although we take precautions to ensure all valuations are accurate and reliably
obtained, there is a risk that a valuation will be fundamentally flawed. This can occur,
for example, if the wrong methodology is used, if comparable properties or assets relied
on are not truly comparable or if the assumptions and data about an asset that the
valuer relies upon are false or incomplete.
If a valuation being relied upon is wrong, then the SIM for the applicable Loan
Investment may understate the true LVR in respect of a Loan. This can increase the
chances of a shortfall of funds from a default sale of a security property to meet the
Loan, capitalised costs and any other amounts owed.
The Trustee mitigates this risk by having a documented Lending Policy which mandates
valuation requirements and procedures and ensuring that the LVR in respect of each
Loan Investment is disclosed in the applicable SIM.

11.7 Loan concentration risk
The Fund may make multiple Loans relating to the same borrower or a related party of
the borrower. If an SIM relates to a Loan to a borrower who has an existing Loan from
the Fund, this will be disclosed in the SIM.
Whilst a Loan Investment is separate from each other Loan Investment, a
concentration of Loans among a single borrower, or a small number of borrowers, may
increase the risk of investing in the Fund, particularly if you invest in multiple Loan
Investments relating to the same borrower.
This is because a default by a borrower in relation to a Loan may result in the
borrower also defaulting on its obligations under other Loans.
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11.8 Contributory mortgage risk
Although each Loan Investment is separate from each other Loan Investment
through different unit classes, there is a risk that performance of a Loan
Investment may be impacted by other Loan Investments.
This is because the Fund may incur expenses, or there may be general Fund
expenses, which are intended to be deducted from the defaulting borrower’s
interest or paid by the borrower. If these expenses are unable to be recovered when
payable by the Fund, the Fund may be required to pay such costs from other
revenues, including the interest received for other Loan Investments.

11.9 Liquidity risks
You should consider an investment in Units as illiquid medium to long-term
investment as there is no established secondary market (e.g. stock exchange) for the
Fund and you can only withdraw funds invested in Units upon repayment or partial
repayment of the corresponding Loan.
If you wish to exit your investment in Units prior to funds invested in those Units
being available for withdrawal, you will need to find a buyer for your Units.

11.10 Documentation and insurance risks
There is the risk that security documentation may be deficient which may hinder the
Trustee’s ability to enforce the Fund’s security. Investors might incur losses if the
Trustee fails to ensure that the property over which a Loan is secured is insured by
the borrower either fully or adequately.
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11.11 Taxation risk
Australian tax laws are constantly in a state of flux with the introduction of various
taxation amendments which may affect you.
Tax liability is your responsibility. We are not responsible for the taxation consequences
of an investment in the Fund. You should consult your own taxation adviser to ascertain
the tax implications of an investment in the Fund. Refer to section 13 of this IM for
further details.

11.12 Macro economic risk
The general state of the Australian and international economies, as well as changes in
taxation, monetary policies, interest rates and statutory requirements may affect:
a. a borrower’s ability to meet its obligations under a Loan Agreement;
b. the market value of security property; or
c. the Fund’s performance negatively and thus the value of your investment.
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Fees and other costs

The Trustee is entitled to be paid fees for its role as Trustee and manager of the Fund. In addition, the
Trustee is entitled to be reimbursed out of the assets of the Fund, for any other expenses incurred in
operating the Fund and managing Loans. The table below summarises the fees and expenses the Trustee is
entitled to be paid:

Fees and other costs
Establishment fee

Nil

Contribution fees

Nil

Withdrawal fees

Nil

Management fee

We are entitled to a management fee for each Loan Investment and the
amount of the management fee may vary between Loan Investments.
We are entitled to charge a management fee of up to 5% per annum (ex GST) of the
value of each Loan Investment. The actual management fee in respect of a Loan
Investment is disclosed in the relevant SIM.
Typically, our management fee is paid from the interest paid by borrowers prior to
the payment of Distributions to investors and is not deducted from the amount you
invest.

Administration fee

We are entitled to an Administration Fee from which we will pay the expenses and
liabilities incurred in connection with operating the Fund (excluding expenses
associated with the Loan, including enforcement costs and valuation fees, which will be
payable by the borrower).
The Administration Fee will be paid from the interest payments made by borrowers
and not from the amount you invest. The Administration Fee in respect of a Loan
Investment can be up to 25bps (0.25%) per annum (ex GST) of the value of the Loan
Investment.
The actual Administration Fee in respect of a Loan Investment is disclosed in the
relevant SIM.

Other fees

We may receive fees from the borrower, such as loan establishment fees, early
repayment fees and default management fees. These fees are payable by, or
recoverable from, the borrower and are not paid from the amount you invest. Fees
payable by a borrower to us in respect of a Loan are disclosed in the relevant SIM.

Adviser and referrer
remuneration

We may pay a fee to a financial adviser who recommends you, or facilitates your,
investment in the Fund or to a person who refers an investor to the Fund. Such fees
will be paid from the Trustee’s resources and will not be a cost to investors or paid
from the Fund assets.
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Taxation

13.1 General information only
Australian tax laws are complex and are subject to constant change. The views in this
IM are based on law and announcements current in Australia as at the date of this IM.
It does not take into account or anticipate any changes in the tax law or future judicial
interpretations of the law after this time, nor does it take into account the tax law of
countries other than Australia.
The taxation comments in this section are general in nature by necessity and the
taxation implications may vary for each investor depending on their particular
circumstances. Accordingly, we recommend you seek your own professional advice
regarding the taxation implications associated with an investment in the Fund.
In this respect, the taxation comments below are only relevant for Australian
resident investors. They are not relevant for investors who may be subject to
special tax rules such as banks, insurance companies, managed investment trusts,
tax exempt organisations and dealers in securities.
You may be required to pay tax in relation to your investment in the Fund (generally
income tax).
However, you may be able to claim some tax offsets or have the benefits of some
tax concessions.
Some tax information has been provided for you below. However, although every
care is taken, it is never possible to rule out the risk that on a subsequent review,
taxation liabilities for the Fund could be increased or the benefit of concessions
reduced.

13.2 Distributions
Under current legislation the Fund will not be subject to taxation provided its taxable
income is distributed in full to investors.
The Fund will fully distribute its distributable income, calculated in accordance with the
Trust Deed and applicable taxation legislation, to investors who are entitled to the
income under the Trust Deed. Should realised capital losses arise, they are not
distributed to investors but are retained in the Fund.
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13.3 Income tax
You may be liable to pay income tax on Distributions received from the Fund depending
on your total taxable income and your income tax rate. The tax impact for you in
relation to Distributions from the Fund will depend on:
a. your personal tax position; and
b. your marginal tax rate.
We will provide you with an annual statement for the financial year to assist in
the preparation of your income tax return.

13.4 Capital gains tax
There should be no capital gains tax liabilities for investors as the capital amount
returned to investors will generally equal the amount initially invested, except if the
Fund suffers a loss.

13.5 Transfer duty
Depending on the application of relevant State and Territory laws, transfer duty may
be payable upon the transfer of Units. Investors should seek professional advice in
relation to the application of transfer duty prior to transferring Units.

13.6 Tax file numbers – Australian residents
You can choose whether to provide your Tax File Number (TFN) on your
Registration Form. If you do not provide your TFN or claim an exemption, we are
required to deduct tax at the highest marginal rate, plus the Medicare Levy
(currently 47%), from your Distributions. We are authorised to collect TFNs under
Australian tax law.
If you are a business taxpayer you may provide us with an ABN instead of a TFN.

13.7 Goods and services tax (GST)
The issuing and redemption of Units will not be subject to GST.
GST is not payable on a transfer of Units. However, GST may be incurred on services
that you acquire in relation to the acquisition, disposal or redemption of Units (such as
legal or accounting advice). You should seek advice about whether you are entitled to
claim input tax credits in respect of GST on those costs.
GST is not payable on Distributions made to you.
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13.8 Withholding tax (overseas investors)
We may be required to withhold amounts from Distributions paid to overseas
investors. Overseas investors should seek independent advice as to the
application of withholding tax to their particular circumstances.

13.9 Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act (FATCA)
FATCA is United States (US) tax legislation that enables the US Internal Revenue Service
(IRS) to identify and collect tax from US residents that invest in assets through non-US
entities.
If you are a US resident for tax purposes, you should note that the Fund is a ‘Foreign
Financial Institution’ under FATCA and complies with its FATCA obligations, as determined
by the inter-governmental agreement entered into by Australia and the US for the
purposes of implementing FATCA. Under these obligations, the Fund must obtain and
disclose information about certain investors to the Australian Taxation Office (ATO).
In order for the Fund to comply with its obligations, we require that you provide
certain information about yourself, including your US Taxpayer Identification Number.
We will determine whether the Fund is required to report your details to the ATO
based on our assessment of the relevant information received.

13.10 Common Reporting Standard (CRS)
The CRS is a tax reporting regime developed by the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) regime for the reporting and exchange of
information in respect of foreign tax residents, which has been adopted in Australia.
Under the CRS regime, we report certain financial information to the ATO in respect of
investors identified as foreign residents and the ATO exchanges that information with
overseas revenue authorities, where that country has become a party to the CRS regime.

13.11 Not tax advice
This tax summary is not tax advice. It is provided by us as a general statement relating
to high level Australian tax implications for an investor in the Fund. It does not address
all tax consequences of an investment in the Fund, or investments by the Fund.
Investors should seek their own independent advice as to how an investment in the
Fund might affect their personal tax position.
We are not licensed under the tax agent services regime and cannot provide tax advice
to investors. This section is intended to be a general guide only and is not intended to be
definitive advice, nor relied upon as such. As the taxation outcomes will depend on
individual investor’s personal circumstances, it is recommended that all investors consult
with their taxation adviser in relation to how these outcomes may apply to them.
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Additional Information

14.1 Nature of investment
The Fund is a unit trust established by the Trust Deed. When you invest in a Loan
Investment you acquire Units in the class corresponding to that Loan
Investment.
Your investment in the Fund entitles you to share in the net income generated by
your Loan Investment, being the particular Loan, you choose to invest in. When you
redeem your investment the corresponding Units you hold in the Fund will be
redeemed.

14.2 Indemnity
To the extent permitted by law, we, as trustee, are indemnified out of the Fund against
any claim, action, damage, loss, liability, cost, expense or payment which we incur or are
liable for as trustee.

14.3 Investors’ liability limited
The Trust Deed seeks to limit the liability of investors to the amount of their investment
plus other moneys payable to us or the Fund pursuant to the Trust Deed (if any).
However, because this is a matter which can only ultimately be determined by the
courts, no assurance or guarantee is given that investors’ liability will be limited in a
manner discussed above.
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14.4 Complaints
If you have a complaint about any aspect of your investment in the Fund, please write
to us at:
Complaints Manager
Credit Connect Capital Limited
60/1 Arbour Avenue
Robina QLD 4226
Alternatively, you can phone us on 1300 795 507 (within Australia) or +61 7 5689 1980
(outside Australia).

14.5 Borrowings
The Trust Deed allows the Trustee to borrow on behalf of the Fund and to pledge the
assets of the Fund as security. However, we do not intend to borrow on behalf of the
Fund in relation to any Loan Investment.
The Trustee may consider borrowing only as it applies to a non-performing Loan and
where the Trustee has ascertained that it is in the best interest of the investors
holding Units corresponding to that Loan.
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14.6 Updated Information
Where there is a change to information which is not material to investors this
updated information may be made available on our website at
http://www.ccg.com.au (Updated Information).
While this IM and any Updated Information are up to date at the time of preparation,
changes may be made to the Fund from time to time. Investors should ensure that
they keep up to date with the latest information on the Fund. To obtain this
information visit our website at http://www.ccg.com.au.

14.7 Electronic IM
This IM is available in electronic form at http://www.ccg.com.au. We will send,on
request, any person receiving this IM electronically, a paper copy of the IM free of
charge during the period of the Offer. To invest in the Fund, you must complete
and submit the Registration Form.
We will not accept a completed Registration Form if we have reason to believe that
the applicant has not received a complete electronic copy of the IM or if we have
reason to believe that the electronic copy of the IM has been altered or tampered
with in any way.
While we believe that it is extremely unlikely that during the period of the Offer the
electronic version of this IM will be tampered with or altered in any way, we cannot
give any absolute assurance that this will not occur. If you are in doubt about the
validity or integrity of an electronic copy of the IM you should immediately request a
copy of the IM directly from us.
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Privacy

The privacy of your personal information is important to us. We collect personal information directly
from you through the Registration Form and from third parties who assist us with our business. The
purpose of collecting your information on the Registration Form is to process your application and
manage your investment in the Fund. If the personal information you provide to us is incomplete or
inaccurate, we may not be able to work with you effectively, or at all, and may be delayed in performing
our business functions.
If you invest in the Fund on the recommendation of your financial adviser, details of your
investment and information about you will be provided to your financial adviser.
All personal information collected will be collected, used and stored by us in accordance with our privacy
policy, a copy of which is available on request or at our website (address previously stated).
From time to time, we may wish to advise you about other services and products which could suit your
needs. By making an application, you agree that we may disclose your personal information to other
corporations specifically, but not solely, for marketing purposes.
However, if you do not want this information to be used for this purpose, you must exercise your right to
instruct us not to disclose any information concerning your personal information. You may do this by
ticking the ‘non-disclosure’ box on the Registration Form. However, we may still disclose personal
information where required by law.
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Contact
Call Us

Find Us

Telephone: 1300 795 507
International: +61 7 5593 1300

Head Office
60/1 Arbour Avenue,
Robina QLD 4226

Email Us

Postal Office
PO Box 3574
Robina Town Centre QLD 4230

Email: info@ccg.com.au

Business Hours

Sydney Office
Ground Floor Suite 8, 3 Northcliff Street,
Milsons Point, NSW 2061

Office Hours Monday Friday 8:30am - 5:00pm

Visit Us Online

EST
Website: www.ccg.com.au

